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“I am an economist and geopolitical analyst and try as best as possible to reflect the ever-
changing “today’s”/ resp. to analyze “tomorrow’s” situations. In other words, to connect the
dots: the dots between Covid, the Ukraine war, the reset, the QR code that is becoming
more and more obtrusive, the planned “4th Industrial Revolution” by Klaus Schwab. This
includes the plan to digitize everything, including the human brain, etc. etc.”

“This personal QR code is then spread out over or used further via an app on your cell
phone. 

And this app is of course connected to a control center, we can’t do anything there, the
phones, these mobile phones, they’re all already set up in such a way that they can be
accessed  from  anywhere,  even  if  you  turn  off  the  GPS,  they  know  exactly  that  it’s  there
accompanied us, even without GPS – that’s quite clear. Then you would have to throw it
away or leave it at home.”

“That’s  why  they  don’t  even  know  that  they  probably  already  have  their  QR  code
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somewhere  in  their  body.  And  those  who  haven’t  done  it  yet  have  it  on  their  cell
phones. And we have to do something about it.”

Video  in German

https://www.kla.tv/_files/video.kla.tv/2022/07/23067/InterviewMitWirtschaftsexperte_480p.m
p4
Transcript. Translated from German

Kla.TV: Peter König worked as an economist at the World Bank for over 30 years and has
implemented water projects in developing countries on various continents. I am pleased to
welcome Peter König to Kla.TV. Can you tell us something about your current job?

Peter Koenig:  First: Thank you for allowing me to be with you and speak to you. I am an
economist and geopolitical analyst and try as best as possible to reflect the ever-changing
“today’s”/ resp. to analyze “tomorrow’s” situations. In other words, to connect the dots: the
dots between Covid, the Ukraine war, the reset, the QR code that is becoming more and
more obtrusive, the planned “Fourth Industrial Revolution” by Klaus Schwab.

This includes the plan to digitize everything including the human brain etc etc. So there are
a lot of dots that can and must be connected in order to understand what is going on and
what is planned. We have to know that in principle nothing is and remains stagnant, except
for the big goal at the moment: The Great Reset, UN Agenda 2030, and the 4th Industrial
Revolution. These are different descriptions for the same goal. You have to know that. They
may have been made that way to confuse. But in principle it’s the same.

Kla.TV: How would you describe the current financial situation? For the average consumer,
everything is still – yes – pretty much in balance. He’s actually still doing pretty well.

PK:  Yes,  that’s  right.  The  average  Joe  living  in  Switzerland  is  relatively  well  off.  But
here in Switzerland, too, poverty has increased, and considerably so. Only here in
Switzerland we don’t  talk  about  it.  It  is  taboo to  be poor.  The official  unemployment
figures in Switzerland in May this year were 2.1%, in April it was 2.3%, while at the end
of  December  last  year  it  was  almost  5%.  In  my  opinion,  these  figures  are
greatly  manipulated.  It’s  the  same  everywhere  in  the  West,  by  the  way.  

One would also need to know the unemployment criteria: what is classified and considered
as  unemployment?  How  is  day  work,  part-time  work  assessed?  How  are  the  different
“classes” of jobs – construction work, clerical work, managerial/elite work, etc. – how are
they included in the statistics? They’re not uniform. And I suppose I’m assuming that’s not
being said either – these analyzes are available, that’s quite clear (in the statistics) – but
they’re never published. And I wouldn’t be at all surprised if a lot of people today had to
deal with part-time work and were classified as full-time employees.

In 2020 – the last number you can find openly – it was officially 8.5% of the people who were
poor.  How is  poverty defined? A family  of  four  with an income of  less than 4,000 francs a
month  is  poor  in  Switzerland.  However,  this  criterion  is  not  officially  applied  in
Switzerland. Unofficially yes. But there is, I think, only in the canton of Geneva – recently –
CHF 4,400 was named as an official poverty threshold number.

Kla.TV : You say that we are in the final phase of a demonic plan. They set this with the UN
Agenda 2030, the so-called ‘Great Reset’ or the ‘4. Industrial Revolution’; they are the
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same. Can you tell us what you think are the goals of this plan or of the ‘Great Reset’?

PK :  Yes, I  would like to say very briefly as an introduction: The entire ‘Great Reset’ – the
Ukraine war, by the way, is an integral part of it. You just don’t notice it. The war is typically
another… – a divider of people. True, war can never be justified, nor any kind of killing. But
one can explain how it came to this: The constant provocation of NATO, which opposed the
promise of the Allies “Not One Inch Further East than Berlin” at the time of the collapse of
the Soviet Union – that was what the US Secretary of State, then James Baker, said and
actually promised. And nobody respected that.

On the other hand, if  you mention even a half-hearted argument for Putin,  you are a
frowned upon and hated as a Putin lover. There are even Swiss officers who did that, who
worked  in  Ukraine,  who  were  in  NATO and  see  the  matter  clearly.  That’s  what  they
said. They are now censored. Imagine that. This is also known as “divide and conquer”. The
media play a powerful role in indoctrinating the population with lies practically 24 x 7 and
for the last – more than two years – they have been very successful. They are literally
subsidized with billions, these lies. So that means the media were and are “subsidized”, or
rather corrupted.

In short, what the West, especially the United States, has always wanted is control of the
largest and richest country in the world, Russia. With by far the most mineral resources in
the world.  All  natural  resources that  the West  needs,  not  least  for  their  war industry.
The “rare earths”. So these are metals that are used primarily in electronics. The biggest
consumer in electronics is the war industry and of course our western luxury lifestyle. In
order to maintain that, we also need these raw materials, which can mainly be supplied by
Russia and China.

In my view, the ‘Great Reset’ has three equal and devastating but related goals:

First: depopulation: That means massive depopulation. The eugenists are at work.

That was a plan of the ‘Club of Rome’ 50 years ago. And it was clearly stated in their report
“Limit to Growth” from 1972. It was also part of the basis for the first formulations for the
European Union.

Covid-19 was the targeted and psychologically sophisticated method of intimidation with a
virus that you don’t see, of course, that never existed as such.

A  new  virus  that  has  never  been  identified.  It  is  flu-like  and  has  a  mortality  rate  roughly
equal to that of the annual flu. About 0.07 to 0.1 percent of infections.

And  this  applies  above  all  to  older  people  who  are  already  suffering  from  other
comorbidities.  But  the  fear  mongering  has  caused  that,  mostly  under  pressure  and
blackmail, between 60 and 80% of the western population let themselves be “vaccinated”.

And so I put “vaccination” in quotation marks, because it’s not a vaccination. And that’s why
I prefer to call it, they got vaxxed.

With a substance or substances containing genetically alterable components mRNA plus
various toxins, like graphene oxide that cause serious diseases like heart failure , various
types of cancer , kidney failure and so on. And in many cases, as we have seen, they are
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obviously fatal.

In fact, far more people have died from the effects of the so-called vaccination than from the
effects of Covid. In addition, there is not one vaccination, there are different injections with
different biochemical compositions. And we have to keep this in mind: There isn’t just one
vaccine, one type of chemical that’s injected, there are different ones. I think to remember
that  real  scientists  once  pointed  out  that  there  are  at  least  five  different  species.  But
probably even more. And some of them are used in a targeted manner in certain countries
and certain societies. So fear is the enemy’s greatest and strongest weapon, we must
always keep that in mind.

Second: So the second reason behind this trilogy is the shift of private and public-private
capital, i.e. the combination of public and private, from the bottom and the middle to the
top.

Through artificially created economic crises, bankruptcies, etc., capital is shifted from below
and from the middle up to a relatively thin layer of control-seeking, I would even call them
criminal elites.

One  can  also  call  these  groups  a  cult.  And  I  actually  think  they  live  by  certain  cult
standards.  In the cults,  certain habits and certain groups of  people are classified as a cult
because they have to follow these norms in order to be successful.

According to Forbes, the economics analyst, there were 2,668 billionaires on April 5 of this
year (2022).

An Elon Musk is apparently number one with 219 billion.

You can clearly see that while the world population has become poorer, the wealth of the
rich and especially the super-rich has multiplied. Bill Gates’ wealth, just one example, has
increased from $96 billion in 2019 to $129 billion this April (note: 2022). That’s about 34
percent more.

While he is partially responsible for this plandemic – I call it a plandemic because it wasn’t a
pandemic but a planned pandemic – for which he is  responsible,  for tens and tens of
thousands of vaxx deaths.

Then  there  are  the  financial  companies  like  BlackRock,  Vanguard,  State  Street  and  also
Fidelity and many others. And most importantly, the top three intertwined co-shareholders
BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street are estimated to control somewhere between US$20
and US$25 trillion (1 trillion = 1 with 12 zeros).

They have leverage power of over $100 trillion. In contrast, the world gross national product
is about US$ 95 trillion, that was at the end of last year (note: 2021). And with that power,
they can coerce and blackmail  literally any country, any government, any society. And
we’ve seen that before. Those who do not participate are so-called “neutralized”. There are
quite a few of them, especially in Africa.

These  are  people,  behind  BlackRock,  Vanguard,  State  Street  et  al  –  along  with  other
billionaires – that you can in good conscience – I would say, call sick. That’s why they, who
have such capital powers at their disposal, have to control people. But actually – we can’t
imagine that, at least I can’t – what that can do for you.
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This is the state of the world today and we are only at the beginning of the 2030 Agenda. As
long as people, the majority of people, suffer from what is called cognitive dissonance, we
will continue to be dominated and manipulated until it comes to the next step. And so far
this has been true. There are so many people, psychologists say, that this kind of affection,
you  can  call  it  a  disease,  which  is  called  cognitive  dissonance,  is  one  of  the  worst
psychologically because it’s almost impossible to get rid of.

Kla.TV : What do you think is the next step then?

PK:  This  is  precisely  the  third  item in  this  diabolical  trilogy,  the  ‘Reset’.  This  is  total
digitization.  Money,  people,  surveillance  and  control  of  everything.  Humans  become

transhumans. Klaus Schwab even said that in an
interview on Swiss French television in 2016.

On top of that, we have the so-called QR-code. QR stands for “Quick Response”. And the
associated technology that allows storing at least 30,000 data of each individual– up to now,
and that can be increased. What and where you are, buy, where you go, who you circulate
with, who you talk to, your health status, your bank account, your police report – everything,
everything, is being watched and recorded.

The  most  important  tool  for  full  digitization  is  5G.  That’s  why  we  already  find  antennas
everywhere. And 5G is already active in certain cantons. I was in Ticino the other day and
my phone already showed 5G. Not yet here in the Geneva area. And 6G will probably come
soon. Because the only reason, by far the biggest reason for this is the digitization of
everything and above all of people.

So: the QR code and the so-called VC derived from it – i.e. the “vaccine code” or “vaccine
certificate  code”  (“vaccination  certificate”  in  English)  are  the  most  dangerous  thing  that
threatens  us,  what  we  face  if  we  do  nothing  do  about  it.  Because  that  means  total
surveillance. And once we’re there, it’s very, very difficult to get out of there.

Kla.TV: But let me tell you: the QR code is now an integral part of everyday life. We have
that everywhere. And you see it as the most dangerous thing that can happen to us. Can
you describe the danger of this QR code in a little more detail?

PK: We can even be condemned to starvation via the QR code. How so?

To do this, the QR code – or its successor, whatever it is called – has to be implanted in

https://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/wef-reset.jpg
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people in some way. And that’s what Klaus Schwab said back then in this short interview
with Swiss-French television in Geneva, and that six years ago – he said: In about 2025, we
will all have a chip either in our clothes or under our skin. Well, that was, maybe that’s his
dream, I hope it doesn’t come to that, but he already announced it.

And  so  we’re  in  an  electro-…  we  become  an  electromagnetic  field.  We  people.  There  are
already test groups in Sweden, volunteer test groups, who have implanted a chip in their
hand, about the size of a grain of rice. At the moment, as I said, these are only volunteers
who are involved. And so they need this code, i.e. this chip, mainly for digital payment
transactions. But they can of course be expanded. Their potential is practically unlimited.

This is the basis for the QR-code, implanted into your body, and manipulable via 5G, or later
6G. One can easily imagine that someone who doesn’t live conform to the systems / the
dictatorship’s requirements will be excluded form the payment system. That could mean,
the person would not be able to buy food. The perso’s digital bank account may also be
blocked, including the money in the account.

The west is doing this routinely – maybe less with individuals, but with countries that dare
not living up to the demands of the US empire. Europe, especially NATO countries usually
follow suit stealing other countries’ assets. Mind you, this is totally illegal under internatioal
law. But nobody even cares anymore about international law.

Among the most sanctioned countries are Russia, China, North Korea, Iran, Venezuela, Syria
– and many others.

See also this on 5G.

Kla.TV : Mr König, you said that everyone now has a QR code, how do you understand that?

PK: Yes, well I’m assuming that everyone has
at some point paid an invoice with a QR code on it. Even if you don’t need it to pay the bill,
you still have associated your name, i.e. your own name, with this QR code and paid the bill,
because that is an integral part of the payment slip that you use via the Bank paid or paid at
post office counter.

But more importantly, probably all of us – or almost all of us I’m assuming – have done a
PCR test, either because we wanted to travel or because we wanted to go to a theater
somewhere, or something… In the last two years you could yes hardly go to a restaurant or
in many restaurants you could not go at all around here without either being vaccinated or
having a QR test. Then. everyone who has a PCR test, has a QR code, and a personal QR
code at that.

This personal QR code, which is then just spread over or further used via an app on your cell

https://www.globalresearch.ca/expert-report-fifth-generation-5g-directed-energy-radiation-emissions-context-nanometal-contaminated-vaccines-include-covid-19-graphite-ferrous-oxide-antennas/5786727
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phone. And this app is of course connected to a control center, we can’t do anything about
it. The mobile phones are all already set up in such a way that they can be accessed from
anywhere, even if you turn off the GPS, they know exactly where we are and what we do. If
you don’t want this control, you literally have to throw your phone away. Or leave it at
home. Very few people are willing do that.

But  apart  from that:  at  some point  you  need this  cellphone again  and then you are
connected to it,  and if  you just like I  said, we talked about the injection that contains
graphene oxide and graphene oxide is very, very electromagnetic. That’s the substance
that’s needed, probably one of the substances, maybe the most important, that’s needed to
manipulate us with 5G. It may be soon. I don’t know when that will happen, but it certainly
can… maybe it’s already started for certain people.

And then when that  happens,  the graphene oxide injection,  we’ve practically  got  this
substance of a QR code already built into our system. That’s how it works. And we can’t do
anything about it, we don’t even know anymore. Most people… – I suppose very few people
know that they have been vaccinated with a vaccine, so-called vaccine, which consists of
graphene oxide, a highly magnetizable and electronically manipulable substance, very few
people know that.

And that’s  why they don’t  even know that they probably already carry their  QR code
somewhere  in  their  body.  And  those  who  haven’t  done  it  yet  have  it  on  their  cell
phones.  And we have to  do  something  about  that.  There  are  people,  there  are  effectively
people, who say: We should try to go back in time, not to use cell phones anymore.

The  smart  phone  has  been  gradually  and  persistently  –  and  ever  more  persistently,
infiltrated  into  our  lives  that  we  cannot  imagine  a  life,  especially  the  younger  people,  the
younger  generation,  without  this  cellphone  at  all  can  no  longer  imagine.  Most  people  find
this QR code great. When I talk to people, especially younger people, they think it is superb,
because you use it to pay a bill in the supermarket or restaurant directly with your phone,
just swipe it by a cashier’s device – and bingo, the bill is paid. They have absolutely no idea
what the aim is, no idea at all, and they don’t want to listen either. I’m a weirdo. I’m sorry,
this is unfortunately our world today.

The  digitized  way  of  life,  is  driven  into  our  brains  with  a  flagrantly  sophisticated  lie-
propaganda. When you know how much even the Swiss government, subsidized the media,
or corrupts the media, it sounds unbelievable. The amount per capita in Switzerland – we
only have 8.4 million inhabitants – is significantly higher than in the USA. A figure that has
circulated is 1.7 billion Swiss francs (about the same in US dollars) over a period of 2 or 3
years. Just so, that the media say what the Swiss government and very likely WHO and the
WEF wants them to say.

Kla.TV : Would that be the transformation from “human” to “transhuman”, as Klaus Schwab
had specified somewhere or was also prescribed or advertised by his diabolical top advisor,
the author and historian Yuval Noah Harari? Harari talks about how “humans” will be hacked
in the future…?

PK: Harari literally calls us humans “animals that can be hacked”. Those are his words,
meaning “animals that can be hacked”. “Hacked” in the sense of “electronically infiltrated”
and can be manipulated. “Animals that can be hacked” are us.
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I’m assuming that this arrogant kind of impudence from Harari was exploited by Klaus
Schwab,  probably  even  encouraged,  to  scare  people.  The  first  motto  of  avoidance,  of
resistance,  is  not  to  be  afraid  –  NEVER.

I’ve  said  that  before  and  I’ll  keep  repeating  it.  Have  no  fear.  Fear  is  their  greatest
weapon. That’s the worst. In other words, many of those who have already been vaccinated,
i.e. the so-called vaccinated, have had graphene oxide injected. And graphene oxide works
very well as an electromagnetic field through which one may be manipulated.

And already with this manipulation a certain transhumanism is present. Most people don’t
even know that. With 5G you can easily make remote-controlled transhumans out of it. That
would be the total enslavement of the survivors; those who have just survived the reduction

in world population.  From my point  of  view,
this would be a life no longer worth living, but we would probably hardly notice it, because
we are under the spell of artificial intelligence (AI) [= artificial intelligence (AI)], algorithms
or just as Klaus Schwab called it “You will own nothing but be happy.”

The  dark  cabal  or  cult’s  goal  as  I  like  to  call  it,  to  reach  this  point  by  2030,  upon
fulfillment, after the implementation of the UN Agenda 2030 – so there are still 8 years to go
–  or  also  with  the  fulfillment  of  the  ‘Great  Reset’,  or  the  fulfillment  of  the  ‘4.  Industrial
Revolution’.  As  already  mentioned,  these  are  goals  that  are  identical  in  the  three
synonymous programs, the terminologies are just different in order to confuse us.

Kla.TV: Yes, do you see a possibility that these goals of total enslavement can still  be
prevented?

PK: Yes, there is still a lot missing, providing time to really wake people up, to wake up the
majority. But it has to come to that. It is impossible for nature to be intimidated by such
people — I can hardly call them people anymore, they are no longer humane.

So: take consciousness to a higher level to avoid the manipulation of the dark cult. That’s a
priority.

In order to do that,  we must–so I  repeat–we must not be afraid.  We must accept the
acknowledgment of the lie that we have probably been exposed to for a lifetime. Because
that is the power for overcoming of the so-called cognitive dissonance.

And very important, very important, we must not feel or express hatred towards these
perpetrators. Because if we do that – that’s basically what they want, if they scare us or
intimidate us, then their aim is to cause hatred. Then we sit down on the same deep level as
they are themselves. We’re not allowed to.

So according to the motto – “We shall overcome” – we will master the situation – WITHOUT
FEAR,  I  repeat  again,  WITHOUT FEAR,  live  towards  the  light  and  decide  in  peace  for
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humanity. And so we can – I am convinced – save ourselves.

Kla.TV : Yes, Peter König, thank you very much for the interview. Thank you for taking the
time. And yes, we will overcome together. Many Thanks.

Peter König : Nothing to thank for. I am grateful to you for letting me speak on your program
and hopefully this message will  reach some who are willing to get involved – also get
involved spiritually. Many Thanks.

*
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